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Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
Tests of total independence of d ( ~2) random variables are proposed using the 
empirical characteristic function. The approach is parallel to that of Hoeffding, 
Blum, Kiefer, and Rosenblatt. 0 198s Academic PESS, IIIC. 
Let da 2 be a fixed integer and let X, = (Xi, ,..., X,), 1 < j< n, be 
independent d-dimensional random vectors with common unknown dis- 
tribution function F(x), x = (x, ,..., xd) E OF’. Let Fk denote the kth marginal 
distribution function of F, the common univariate distribution function of 
the kth components Xlk,..., Xnk, 1 <k <d. We are concerned with testing 
the hypothesis 
H,: F(x, ,..., xJ = fI Fk(xk), (x1 ,..., xd) E IV’, 
k=l 
of total independence. Let F,(x), x E R”, be the sample distribution function 
of X, )...) X,, with Fnk denoting its kth marginal distribution function, i.e., 
Fnk is the univariate empirical distribution function of Xlk,..., X,,k, 
1 <k < d. Besides many appropriate rank statistics, perhaps the most 
natural way of testing Ho is to consider the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and 
Cramer-von Mises functionals of the empirical independence process 
T,(X) = n1’2 F,(x) - fi 
i 
Fn;,,(X,) 
I 
, x = (x1 ,...) Xd) E rwq 
k=l 
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of Hoeffding [ 1 l] and Blum, Kiefer and Rosenblatt [ 11 as test statistics. 
Under Ho the sequence T,(.) converges weakly to the zero mean Gaussian 
process 
T(x)=B(F,(x,) ,..., Fd(-‘cd))- r. Wl,..., 1, Fk(Xk), I,..., 1) fi F,(x,) 
k=l m=, 
m#k 
with covariance 
d d 
Jfmx) T(Y) = n min(Fk;k(xk)y Fk( .vk)) + cd- l) n Fk(xk) Fk( yk) 
k=l k=l 
- i min(Fk(xk)? Fk(yk)) 2 htxm) Fm(.hh 
k=l m=l 
n, f k 
where x = (x1 ,..., x,), y = ( y , ,..., yd) E W’ and B(u, ,..., ud) is a d-variate 
Brownian bridge process on the unit cube of UP? Functionals of T,,, and of 
some versions of it, were investigated from several aspects in 
[ 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 15 3 and in many references of these papers. The aim of 
the present note is to provide a parallel approach to that of Hoeffding, 
Blum, Kiefer and Rosenblatt, based on characteristic functions. 
2. THE EMPIRICAL CHARACTERISTIC INDEPENDENCE PROCESS 
Let C(t) = u(t) + iv(t), t = (tl,..., td) E IR”, be the characteristic functions 
belonging to F and C,( tk) = C(O,..., 0, tk,o ,...) 0) = C(@ tk, 0) be the kth 
marginal characteristic function belonging to Fk, 1 6 k 6 d. Then our null 
hypothesis is equivalent to 
Let 
H,: C(t I,..., fd) = f, ck(tk), (tl,..., t,)E Rd. 
k=l 
ei<r,x> dF,(x), t=(tl,..., td)dd, 
denote the empirical characteristic function of XI ,..,, X,, and let 
cnk(tk) =; ,i eitkxJk = c,(@ t,, ()), tkER, 
J=l 
be its kth marginal characteristic function. The process of parallel interest 
to T,, is 
S,(t) = ?I”* c,(t)- fi c,,(tk) =$,“(t) + is:*‘(t), t = (tl,..., td). 
k=l 
683/16!3-2 
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Consider also the zero mean complex Gaussian process 
Sdt) = Y/.-(t)- jy YAO )...) 0, t,, 0 )..., 0) fi C,(t,), 
k=l P?l=l 
m#k 
where 
Ydt) = Id ei(r,x> dBF(xI,..., xd) = RF(t) + iZAt) 
with a d-variate Brownian bridge process B, on !Rd associated with F (cf. 
[4]). Under Ho this B, reduces to B(F,(x,),..., FAX,)), where B is the 
Brownian bridge as in T above. The cross covariance structure of RF and 
IF is given in [4] as 
d’(.s, t) = ER,@) RF(t) = $[ V(s - t) + U(s+ t)] - U(s) U(t), 
d’(s, t) = ERAS) IF(t) = $ [ P’(t - s) + V(s + t)] - U(s) V(t), 
aZ2(S, t) = EZ&) IF(f) = f[ U(s - t) - U(s + t)] - V(s) V(t), 
for any s = (sl ,..., sd), t = (tr ,..., td) E Rd. Let 
&c(t) = Re fi cn(t,) =cos f arg C,(t,) fI Icn(L)l, 
WI=1 ( m=l 1 T?7=1 
m#k m#k m#k 
Bk( t) = Im fi C,( t,) = sin 
( 
i arg G(tJ fi lC&,)l~ 
m=l VT=1 1 m=l 
m#k mfk m#k 
where arg C,(t,) = arctan( k’,,,(t,)/u,(t,)). We let, for notational brevity, 
tk also denote the vector (0 ,..., 0, tkr 0 ,..., 0)~ R”. Then the complete 
covariance structure of our process Sdt) = Sg) + iSj;2) is determined as 
follows: 
a,,@, t) = ESj;“(S) q!‘(t) 
= a”(& t) - f {A,(t) d’(& tk) - Bk(t) d2(s, t,)] 
k=l 
-kc, fAkb) a”(f, Sk) - B/c(S) o12(t, $k)) 
+ i f (Akb) A,(t) d%k, &,z) - AkG(S) B,(t) ~12(sk~ &I) 
k=l m=l 
-&(S) A,(t) fll’(tm, Sk)+&(S) B,(t) ~22(‘%, f,)), 
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= a’%, t) - f (&(t) a”(s, tk) + l&(t) oys, t,)} 
k=l 
d 
- k;l {Akb) c12bk, t) - Bk(S) a22(sk, l,} 
+ i i IAkb) &ntt) all( sk> lrn) + Ak(S) Am(f) 0’2bk, let) 
k=l m=l 
- Bkb) &n(t) ~12k,z, Sk) - Bkb) ‘%P,(~) a22bk, h,,)}, 
(T12(S 7 t) = Eqqs) S’,‘)(t) 
= a22(s, t) - i {&(t) a’*(& s)+&(t) G22(s, t,‘)) 
k=l 
d d 
+ 1 1 {Bkb) B,(t) oll(sk, t,) + Bkb) A,(t) o12bk, t,) 
k=lm=l 
+ Ak(S) B,(f) 012kn, sk) + Akb) A,(t) 022(8k, h,z,>. 
The complex covariance is simpler. Since EYA-(s) YF(t) = C(s - t) - 
C(s) C( - t), we get 
$1 ,..., Sk- 1, Sk - tk, Sk + , ,*.., sd) 
k=l 
-C(s)Ck(-tk)} f j  Cm(-tm) 
m=l 
m#k 
- f {C(-f’,-., -t,~,,--tk+Sk,-tk+,,...,,-td) 
k=l 
- c( - t, Ck(Sk)} n ~,nbn) 
??I=1 
m#k 
d 
+ k;l { Ck(Sk - tk) - Ck(Sk) ck( - tk) > fi cm(sm) &( - bz) 
I?%=1 
m#k 
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under H,,, and whence a simple computation gives that the gross variance 
function, under H,, is 
a2(t)=o(t, t)=E(S~f)12=E(Sj;‘)(t))2+E(S~‘(t))* 
= I- I”I Ick(tk)12- fy {I- lck(tkv~ fi IG?lkn)12. 
k=l k= I ??I=1 
m+k 
Let K be an arbitrarily large compact set in Rd. For any n, the process 
S,(s) is a random element of the space V(K) of continuous d-variate com- 
plex-valued functions defined on K, endowed with the usual supremum 
norm. Since the finite-dimensional distributions of the d-variate empirical 
characteristic process 
Y,(t) = tP{ C,(t) - C(t)} 
always converge to those of Y,(.), it follows from the proof of the Theorem 
below that the finite-dimensional distributions of S,,(.) converge to those of 
S,(e). But in order to have weak convergence in ‘X(K) we must ensure that 
S,(m) be also a random element of this space, i.e., it be (almost surely) sam- 
ple continuous. It is if and only if Y,is such, the necessary and sufficient 
condition of which is that (cf. [4]) 
where 
(*) 
@j(h) = sup{ y: 0 < y d 1, &(t: lltll < 4, q(t) -c y} <h}, 
with Ad standing for the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure and lIt(l = 
max( It,1 ,..., It,1 ), is the nondecreasing rearrangement of the function 
q(t) = (1 - Re C(t)) iI2 Condition (*) is a mild tail condition on the . 
underlying distribution which is satisfied if 
s w%+(lxl)) ‘+&dF(x)< co tx* 
holds for an arbitrarily small E > 0, but generally not if this integral is finite 
with only E = 0. For a finer discussion, see [4]. 
THEOREM. Under Ho, S,(e) converges weakly in Q?(K) to Sd.) ifand only 
if condition ( * ) holds. 
Proof: We only have to prove sufliciency. Suppose, without loss of 
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generality, that our basic sequence Xi, X2,... is defined on a probability 
space (Q, d, P) carrying a copy of Y, such that 
sup 1 Y,(t) - Ydt)( a.s. 0. 
1EK 
(1) 
The existence of such a space follows from the weak convergence 
Theorem 3.1 in [4] via a well-known result of Skorohod [16]. Let S, be 
defined through this Y, on (Q, d, P). It is enough to show that 
sup IS,(t) - sAl)( a.s. 0. 
tEK 
(2) 
Under H,, 
s,(t)=n”2{C,(t)-c(t)}-n1’2 { fi ‘,(tk tkr 0) - fi c(!j, tk, 0)) 
k=l k=l 
-n1’2 2 &I(@ fk,g)-C@, tk, (1,} 
k=l 
m=l m=k+l 
= y”(t)- f yn(!& tk, 0) ‘fi’ c,(t,) fi C,,(t,) 
k=l m=l m=k+l 
by a well-known formula for the difference of two products (see, e.g., Rtnyi 
[ 14, p. 4461). Since C,(e) converges uniformly to C(.) almost surely on any 
compact set (Theorem 2.1 in [4]), (2) follows from ( 1) and hence the 
theorem. 
3. THE MAXIMUM VARIANCE STATISTIC 
Our test statistic is based on an adaptive form of an idea of 
Koutrouvelis [ 123 (cf. also [ 131) proposed in the context of goodness-of- 
fit testing. We use S,(.) in a random point t(“) estimating the point to where 
the variance function o’(t) is miximized. The motivation for such statistics 
is described in [7], in the different context of testing for symmetry. 
Intuitively, to is the point where the process 1 Sd*)(, and hence S,( . )I for 
large n, is most variable. 
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Of course to will be unknown in practice since the function 02(t) is 
unknown. Its obvious estimator is 
dW=l- fI IGk(tk)l*- i {WCnK(fk)12) fi ICnm(tnm)12. 
k=l k=l m=l 
m#k 
Since C,(e) is a strongly uniformly consistent estimator of C(a) on any com- 
pact set, it is not hard to see that 
A, = sup lo;(t) - 02(r)l a.s. 0. 
tEK 
(3) 
In fact, applying the first log log law of Theorem 9.1 in [4], under con- 
dition (*) we obtain that A,, = @(((log log n)/n)‘12) almost surely. 
Now even if to would be known, it would be more advantageous to use 
S:‘)(P)) and SA2)( t’“)), where t@) maximizes at(t) on K, because then the 
statistic takes into account, in a sense, the whole empirical characteristic 
function C, on K and not just a single t value. Let t(“) E K be defined as 
ai( = sup{ai(t): t E K}, where we also assume that the compact set K is 
connected. This t(“) may not be unique, but we can make it uniquely 
defined in the following way for instance. First choose those t(“) points 
which have the smalles first coordinate. If the resulting set consists of more 
than one point, then choose among them those which have the smallest 
second coordinate, and so on. In at most d steps we achieve a unique 6”). 
We assume that our compact connected set K is chosen such that 
02(10) > d(t), t E K, (**I 
i.e., that to maximizing o*(t) on K is unique. Then along the line of the 
proof of Lemma 5 in [S], the convergence in (3) implies that 
$“)A p (4) 
Let us introduce now the abbreviations a:,(t) = al,(l, t), c&t) = o,,(t, t), 
gz,( t ) = 022( t, t), and consider 
Z(t)= ( 4,(t) 012(t) ) ,p(+I ( cJ;,w -~12(t) as(t) 42(t) ’ D(t) -fJ,,(tj > o:,w ’ 
with D(t) = det Z(t) = o:,(t) c:,(t) - c:,(t), together with their estimators 
C,(t) = ( 
4,,(t) o,,,??(t) 
> 
~,‘=-.A- 
( 
42,n(f) (712,n(t) 
~l*,n(t) $2,,(t) ’ D,(t) ~,2.n(t) > 4.,(t) ’ 
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D,(t) = det c,(t) = 4,,(t) 0222,,(t) - af2,,(f). Here 4,,(t), o,,,,dt) and 
4,,&) are obtained upon replacing U(t), V(t) and IC(t)j= 
(V(t) + v*( t))“2 and their marginals by U,(t), V,(t) and C,(t) and 
their marginals, respectively, everywhere in the respective definitions of 
a:,(t), a,,(t) and a:,(t). Our maximum variance quadratic form statistic is 
then 
M, = Q,Jt(“) = (S;“(t(“‘), SQ’(t’“‘)) C, ‘(t’“‘)(s;“(t”), S;*‘(t’“‘))’ 
= CW(t’“‘) 022.n (t’“‘)-y - 2S;yt’“‘) S;*‘(P)) q2,n(t(n’) 
D,( 6”‘) 
+ [s;*‘(t’“‘) fJll,n(t(n’)]* 
D (6”‘) ’ n 
and we have the following result. 
COROLLARY. Zf conditions (*) and (**) are satisfied and D( to) > 0, then 
under H, 
lim pr{ M, < x} = H*(x), XER, 
n-m 
where H*(x) is the x$ distribution function. 
Proof. First of all we note that, similarly to (3), 
SUP lQJt~-Q&)J a.s. 0, j, k = 1, 2, 
,EK 
and consequently 
sup ID,(t) - D(t)1 a.s. 0. 
tGK 
(5) 
(6) 
Since 
lD,(t’“‘)-D(t’)l <sup ID,(t)-D(t)1 + lD(t’“‘)-D(t’)l, 
lEK 
(4) and (6) and the fact that D(.) is a continuous function imply that 
D,( t’“‘) - D( to) a.s. 0. (7) 
Let us assume now, without loss of generality, that we are on the 
probability space of the proof of the Theorem. Since the random variable 
M=(Sp(tO), s$?(t”))c-‘(to)(sy’(to), q?)(t”))’ 
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follows the x2 distribution with two degrees of freedom, it is enough to 
show that 
We have 
where 
lM,-W6 wn,+ w,,+ w,,, 
w,, = (on@‘“‘) D(tO)) - 1 p(t”)[sy(t’“‘) (r**,n(t(n’)]2 
-Dn(t(“))[g!)(tO) 02*(t0)yj 
and the expressions for W,, and W,,, are the appropriate analogous for- 
mulae. We show that W,, -+ 0 a.s., and this relation for W,,, and W,,, is 
obtained in a completely similar way. Trivial manipulation gives 
w,, < (D,(P)) D(t”))- ‘[So” b22,n(l(n9]2 lD(t”) - DJt(“‘)( 
+ (D(r,)) - l [ [sp(t’“‘) 0 *2,n(f(“))]* - [q?)(P)) o*&‘“‘)]21 
+ (D(Q) - 1 ( [sy’(t(“‘) 022(t(“))]2 - [sp(t”) 02*(t0)yl 
< (D,(P)) D(t”))- l sup [q’(t) a*&)]2 lD(t”) -D,(t’“‘)l 
ICK 
+ (Wto)) - 1 sup I t-V(t) ~22,,W12 - L-W(t) %2(N21 
tGK 
+ (D(t0)) ~’ 1 [sy(t’“‘) a,,(P)]* - [sy(tO) oz2(to)]21. 
The first term goes to zero by (6) and by the fact that the sup has a proper 
limit distribution according to (5) and the Theorem. The second term goes 
to zero by (2), and the third term goes to zero by (4) and the fact that 
Cam is a continuous function and the process Sd.) is sample continuous 
under (*). The proof is terminated. 
The Corollary suggests the rejection of Ho if AI, > xi(a), where xi(a) is 
the (1 - c() point of the xi distribution. 
The empirical characteristic function was first used, in a very different 
manner, for testing for bivariate independence in a very special parametric 
subclass of bivariate symmetric stable distributions by de Silva and Grif- 
fiths [9]. Certain measures of bivariate dependence are estimated by means 
of empirical characteristic functions in Csorgo and Hall [6]. 
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